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1.1 PROJECT BRIEF

Outpace Training approached our team with the 
idea of producing a Job Marketplace for aged 
care.



The recent Aged Care Royal Commission 
identified that a lack of Training was a significant 
issue in the industry. 



Outpace Training plan to develop an immersive 
training platform. In addition to this, a job 
marketplace will also connect carers with aged 
care facilities.



Our goal is to create an interface for the 
Marketplace so jobseekers (carers) and 
businesses (aged care facilities) can find and

recruit for jobs. 



The brief covered most of the information 
required. However, our team needed further 
detail, collated ten questions, and sent them to 
Outpace. These are related to existing research 
on demographics, accreditations offered and 
essential marketplace features. 



After receiving a response to all ten questions, 
our team was confident to proceed.



1.2 PROJECT SCOPING

A project scope was developed around the brief 
provided by Outpace.



The scoping framework defined the goals, users, 
activities, deliverables and timelines.



This helped to to lay the foundations of research 
and stay focused throughout the discovery 
phase and beyond.
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GOALS

 Create an interface for 
a marketplace so 
jobseekers (carers) and 
businesses (aged care 
facilities) can find jobs 
andrecruit for jobs

 Allow carers to list 
qualifications and 
businesses to ask for 
specific qualifications

 An intuitive platform 
andeasy for the 
demographic to us

 Fit within brand guid

 Not look or perform 
like existing platforms.


USERS

 Aged Care workers 
(Residential, Home and 
Accidental). English is 
typically not the first 
language or close to 
retirement age

 Aged care facilities 
(businesses)

 Nursing agencies
 Training providers

USER BENEFITS

 Empowered carers and 
engaged businesses 
that need them

 Carers connected with 
businesses that need  
specific accreditations


ACTIVITIES & 
DELIVERABLES

Client Deliverables in bold.



Research & Definition 

(Week 1-3

 Scoping Framewor
 Survey
 Interview
 Competitor Analysi
 Affinity, Empathy Map
 Research Insights, 

Personas, Journeys



Ideation and Solution 
(Week 4-6

 Storyboard
 User Flows
 WireFrame
 Prototyp
 Testing

ASSUMPTIONS

 By providing effective 
training for care 
workers, most of the 
other industry pain 
points will be solved

 Digital training 
methods would offer 
better information 
retention, interactivity 
and engagement for 
Aged Care Workers 
than traditional 
training method do.

RISKS

 Finding the right people within 
a short timeframe. Relative to 
projects of similar scope

 Limited access to the live 
Outpace training, LMS and 
accreditation system.

MILESTONES

Delivery of

 Research Insights & Journey

 UX Flows (User Flows, 
Wireframes

 Prototype


CONSTRAINTS

 In-person research and 
meetings are limited due to 
remote location of team

 Limited project timeframe and 
project team experience.


SCOPE

 Create an interface forthe 
Marketplac

 Develop a notification 
workflow that connects careers 
and businesse

 Ensure the platform is easy for 
the target users / demographic




OUR GOALS



1.3 PROBLEM STATEMENT

This problem statement was created to look at the problem from the user’s perspective.

Care workers, undervalued and under-supported
accreditations create opportunities

gain better employment
unaware of the training they can get

where to find these opportunities

 who are   
Want to see how  can   

to   
but are ,  

or 



We developed a Research Plan with some set 
objectives. These included

 Collect qualitative and quantitative data to 
reflect on and analys

 Gain detailed insight into the needs and 
behaviours of users in Aged Care, and learn 
what features are important to the

 Seek insights from similar demographics and 
industries (elderly workers, certificate 
industries)

 Discover strenghts, weeknesses and 
opportunties from our competitor

 Explore current design trends and innovative 
features for desktop website

 Uncover unexpected insights along the way



A link to our working document can be found 
here.

1.4 RESEARCH PLAN

Aims Method

Survey Form a general overview of our problem
through a 10 minute survey. Broadcast the 
survey for at least a week and aim to get 
close to 20 responses. Use this for 
quantitative results to form insights.

Google Forms

One on One 
Interviews

Collect qualitative data through 
conversation to obtain insights, thoughts 
and frustrations working in aged care. Open-
ended questions to expand on answers.

Video calls. In person where 
possible. Record video calls 
and document key insights

Competitor 
Analysis

Study the competitors within the market to 
identify current sites that cater to aged care. 
Also, look at the broader landscape to look 
for digital trends that may inspire 
marketplace solutions. 

Review sites and document 
strengths, weaknesses and 
opportunities.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zpi4ra71Wmp-0br1GCySDrz50H5mFq7Y7GgaWPvDLCc/edit?usp=sharing


1.5 ONLINE SURVEYS

The first step was a survey for 
quantitative data to understand 
the defined demographics.



Results would help validate 
statements in the Brief and allow 
us to see the common current 
trends. 



Unfortunately, we only received 
seven responses those in aged 
care. While this number is low, it 
allowed us to validate several 
points that we heard in our 
interviews. 



These essential points are shown 
on the right. A link to the survey 
can be found here.

The first step was a survey for 
quantitative data to understand 
the defined demographics.



Results would help validate 
statements in the Brief and allow 
us to see the common current 
trends. 



Unfortunately, we only received 
seven responses those in aged 
care. While this number is low, it 
allowed us to validate several 
points that we heard in our 
interviews. 



These essential points are shown 
on the right. A link to the survey 
can be found here.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/14kUrG--0tIcuDe0JvDapsHO_q6-mwuItAGU-pOTvcc8/edit


1.6 INTERVIEWS

We conducted four 1:1 interviews, each spanning 
around an hour. 



It wasn’t easy to find carers to interview in the short 
timeframe available. However, the insights gathered 
were invaluable, and several common themes 
became apparent even before synthesis.



These included

 Many carers using mainstream sites like Seek
 Carers prefer to get jobs through word of mout
 Many facilities are indeed understaffed
 Those close to retirement are not good with 

computers
 Aged care workers are hard working and 

dedicated. Patients are like family.



One competitor that really stood out was the Intercare Training Website. It does a 
great job with communicating the pathway to employment in 3 easy steps. The 
website also offers a broad range of courses that are nationally accredited. 



Jobseekers using this platform need to manually apply for a job. This website didn’t 
have a matching feature for profiles and job descriptions. 

 

Australian Carers is a platform that acts as an intermediary between carers and 
people who seek care, It focuses on providing carers and carer seekers a variety of 
service options.



The website has bulky text content and doesn't offer training for carers and it only 
requires an accreditation number.



Careevolution has an intensive program that provides prep skills and knowledge 
specifically for the care sector. This online platform offers online training and has a 
wide range of courses including cultural sensitivity training.



Each of their solutions are marketed more towards small to big organisations with 
the intentions of training their staff rather than empowering individual carers .


Another direct competitor was Healthcare Australia, they promoted their award-
winning status in candidate engagement and recruitment.  They offer both face-to-
face and online training.



Their jobs market place is very competitive as Healthcare Australia has access to 
120,000 healthcare workers and receives 2700 monthly job applications. 

1.7 COMPETITOR ANALYSIS

To get a better understanding of the demands 
within the aged care jobs market place, we took  
close look at the platforms that are currently 
available which help jobseekers find work.  



We found 4 direct and 2 indirect competitors, 
each of them provided different ways to access 
the jobs market place . All of the direct 
competition were offering training solutions that 
help jobseekers obtain nationally recognised 
accreditations.



The main objective for this mode of research 
was to see how each competitor met the 
objectives set in our Scoping framework. We  
assesed  strengths and weaknesses as well as 
uncovering opportunities relevant to the 
Outpace platform.





MEGT works effectively as a career hub for trade businesses and apprentices, it 
provides apprentice onbording with preset accreditations and apprenticeships. It 
includes a career hub for jobs, profile builder, quizzes and assessments. These all 
work very well.



It was quite difficult to see jobs based on your accreditations and was not designed 
to show where you could obtain ‘missing’ training.

JobActive is a government run job marketplace that can be used by jobseekers 
and employers. 



Despite a lack of multiple language options, we believe they were able to cater to 
people who are primarily non-English speakers and / or less technologically literate.



We identified the use of videos, images and simple text for their job application 
tutorials and profile creation tips as an opportunity for Outpace's own marketplace 
to replicate.

1.8 INDIRECT 

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS

We looked into sites dedicated to finding jobs in 
other industries to gain a different perspective. 
We wanted to understand how other sectors 
could connect learners and employers.



The first area we explored was apprenticeships. 
The best industry for this was Trades. How did an 
apprentice find an employer? MEGT appeared to 
be a prominent competitor in this area.



We next explored the public sector to examine 
how non-English speakers or un-skilled workers 
could connect with employers. JobActive was 
the prominent competitor in this area.



The indirect analysis was probably most valuable 
around apprenticeships. It formed several ideas 
around onboarding and how a similar 
experience could be applied to our product. 



Steam and Playstation are the leading game distributors online. They feature an 
achievement progression bar and a preview of achievements with how to unlock 
them. Users have the ability to compare with friends which enhances motivation.



However, they are visually not very appealing and difficult to navigate with 
completed user flow.



A view of peer accreditations and a clear progression of how much training is 
required to obtain accreditation for specific jobs requirements can increase long-
term users.

Duolingo is a language learning app that is easy to follow the structure of how the 
training process will be. It gives a sense of achievement and shows daily progress.

 

However, the unexciting incentive for learning progress and lack of personalised 
user preference are the limitations. It is a solely activity-based which is no 
connection with other users



A display of accreditations/achievements and a progress bar for training material 
inform users about the status of ongoing processes and engage with other users.

Landscape reviews were a way for us to identify 
current industry trends that could be relevant to 
our project.



We considered two ideas. The first was 
gamification to make the learning experience 
more engaging and empower carers with 
‘achievements’ for their carer profile. What 
better area to explore gamification than the 
gaming industry itself.



The second was understanding how education 
could be designed for a user not speaking the 
primary language—in this case, learning a 
language itself. We explored how users learn a 
language online and the potential solutions that 
could offer.



1.9 LANDSCAPE REVIEWS



Synthesise research to generate insights.

Uncover what problem we are trying to solve

Define2.



2.1 AFFINITY 

MAPPING

An Affinity Map is where data 
from research is “synthesised” 
by grouping them into related 
categories. 



These groups reveal patterns 
and themes around our users’ 
experiences that we refer back 
to when designing solutions.



We found that Aged Care 
Workers aren’t always great 
with computers, they’re tired 
and stressed, they need more 
support at work and when 
getting training. They 
appreciate recognition and 
personalisation. They like 
simple and familiar features. 
Their real-world relationships 
are of utmost importance.



These validated insights into 
what our users really think and 
feel show us where we can look 
to address their concerns, uplift 
their positive experiences and 
transform the job seeking 
process into a design we are 
confident will address their 
actual needs. 



PAINS
What do they THINK and FEEL?

 GAINS
Fears, frustrations and 
anxieties



 Poor training. “I can't give 
colleagues tasks because I 
don't trust their training”

 Poor support. “I'm stressed 
about not having support

 Aging Industry. “I can't see 
the point to training when 
I'm about to retire

 Effort. “At the end of the day 
I’m exhausted”

 Knowledge. “I don't have 
experience  answering 
interview questions”. 

Wants,needs, hopes and 
dream

 Carers love caring for their 
patients. They’re like family

 The industry requires skilled 
carers more than eve

 With better employment 
comes better job condition

 A marketplace would help 
carers build connection

 We can have one place 
to see job and training 
opportunities  for carers. 

Other thoughts & feelings motivating behavior
“Carer work is hard and physically demanding”


“I want to find work through people I know”

“I love to hear resident's stories  

and being their friend”

GOAL

What do they need to DO?2WHO are we empathiSing with?1

What do they SEE?
 Staff shortages and ratio of carers to resident

 A high turnover of staff and under trained staff 
without a Certificate 3 to help with shortage

 Records being ‘simplified’ for the inexperience

 A high demand for staff with the right trainin

 A lack of upfront information in job description

 Low support for ESL workers 

3

What do they SAY?

What do they DO?

What do they HEAR?

 “I am computer illiterate

 “I prefer to be notified of jobs in person

 “More training will make a difference as 
Certification 3 is not enough

 “The industry is so short staffed that anybody is 
better than nothing

 “I want to see company reviews before I apply

 “I want to see salary in the job description

 “The residents are like family to me”
 They build quality relationships with their patient

 They work hard and come home exhauste

 They learn about opportunities through word of mout

 They search for jobs on the internet, primarily using See

 They obtain employment by constantly applying for jobs and making contact with employers


 Media reports about the state of the industry.

 Residents telling them that they are unhappy 
with having lots of different carers due to the 
need for agency fill-in

 Staff shortages and poor ratio of carers to 
residents being commo

 Facilities are short staffed and want carers to work 
more hour

 Word of mouth about potential job opportunities 
from other coworkers and classmates

4

5

6

 Aged Care Workers looking for job opportunitie

 People who want to become Aged Care Worker

 People who want to upskill in the Industry

 Know what opportunities exist with their current skill

 Get the right training to improve employment opportunitie

 Build connections with other people the industr

 Complete regular refresher courses

2.2 EMPATHY MAPPING

The Affinity Map then fed into this Empathy 
Map. 



We found this perspective to be the most useful. 
Namely ‘what they see’, ‘what they say’ and 
pains in the aged care industry.



Clear insights formed and these were the main 
obstacles to overcome in the ideation process.



These included the core pains of

 Poor trainin
 Poor suppor
 An aging industr
 Effort and exhaustio
 Knowledge of opportunities



The biggest gain was very clearly the underlying 
love and care for patients. They were often like 
family.





2.3 JOURNEY MAPPING

Our team mapped some key phases and tasks of 
the marketplace experience in a customer 
journey. 



These include
 Open the websit
 Create a profil
 Search for job
 Match and filter job
 Researc
 Apply for a jo
 Future Use



Based on the empathy map and affinity map, 
this highlighted pains, gains and opportunities 
in each phase.



The major pain points includ
 Not being tech-savv
 Searching is time-consuming when 

exhauste
 Having limited experience or accreditation
 Not being sure where to get training



Some opportunities identified include
 A profile assistant & personalisatio
 Auto-matching pre-set attributes and skill
 Encourage further learning



What we can do
 Profile building ‘assistant.
 Clear description
 Simple buttons and icon
 Shortcuts for applyin
 Training and job recommendations

CUSTOMER JOURNEY MAP outpace - jobS marketplace

PHASE Open Website Create Profile Search Jobs Matching and Filtering Research Application Future Use

User Action

What does the user do?

User begins a new job search. Register as a new user; filling 
out information to save and 
apply for jobs online later


Start browsing job listings 
using key words

Filter jobs by category and try 
to find a good skills match

Compare job listings taking 
into consideration: salary, 
location, skills & requirements, 
benefits and company culture

Apply for jobs with matching 
criteria



Receive notifications from 
employer for an interview and 
look forward to an offer

Start new job



Complete any future required 
training.

Touch Point

Where does the interaction take place?

Word of mouth, desktop 
browser

Desktop browser (job boards, 
company websites)

Desktop broswer (job boards, 
company websites), word of 
mouth, search engine (google)

Website (job boards, company 
websites), word of mouth

Website (job boards, company 
websites), in person, phone

Website (job boards, company 
websites), in person, phone

Desktop browser, emails, in 
person

Experience

What emotions does the user 
experience?

Thought

What is the user thinking?

“I want to get a job where I 
can help people”

“I’m old school. Computer stuff 
doesn’t sit well with me”

 “It is straightforward through 
Seek.

“Some job ads aren’t as 
thorough as they should be, 

some are vague and don't give 
a good description of the role”

“I’m physically and mentally 
exhausted after work”

“There is always a need for 
workers ...  I don't think there 

are many obstacles”


 “I want to gain more 
knowledge about the industry. 

The more i understand the 
more i can relate to the 

clients”

Motivation

What motivates the user?

Searching for work that suits 
my current skillset

To show my skills and 
experiences, and to save jobs 
for later

Compare available job 
opportunities

To find jobs I both CAN and 
WANT to do

Want to find the best possible 
match for me

A new role could bring a 
better work life balance and/or 
a higher salary

I want to be the best carer I 
can be

Pain Points

What are the frustrations?

Not always sure where to look 
for opportunities

Current role is demanding and 
stressful

Not tech savvy, resistant to 
using computers and the web

Need to find time to complete 
the profile and make it 
attractive

Lack of time for extensive 
screening

Job description doesn’t have 
all of the information I need

It’s time-consuming to 
compare all the listings

Limited experience and 
accreditations can narrow my 
options

Too tired to spend much time 
sorting through jobs

Not sure which company can 
offer better employment 
environment

I don’t have experience with 
interview questions

Not sure how to get further 
future training

Gains

What is working well?

I want to find work in care and 
help my clients clients

I want something that’s easy 
to use and doesn’t take too 
long to set up

I want to be able to search for 
jobs in a way that’s familiar for 
me

Being able to see all the 
information up front helps me 
decide whether to apply

I want to feel confident I have 
found the best match

I don’t want to jump through 
too many hoops during the 
hiring process

I prefer to find my next role 
quickly

I would like to feel confident in 
my skills

I am interested in improving 
my training and skillset

Opportunities

What changes could be made?

 Create a well-known 
product that enhances care 
workers’ desire and ability 
to do their jobs effectively

 Users can enjoy profile 
personalisation and setting 
themselves apart by 
showcasing skill

 Make features easy to use 
and understand for ESL 
and elderly user

 Include features that aid in 
profile building

 Make sure the jobs 
marketpace interface and 
features are concise and 
direc

 Keep search and filter 
functions familiar

 Show how further learning 
through Outpace can 
increase opportunitie

 Auto-matching by 
accreditations will bring 
more job result

 Include upfront details in 
job listings

 Users can view jobs they 
are most qualified for first 
through an auto-matching 
featur

 Show users their potential 
career path progression/s 
(incorporating further 
training through Outpace)

 Provide resume building 
features and interview 
advic

 Utilise a simple application 
pipeline that’s inclusive for 
ESL and elderly user

 Give carers the opportunity 
to assess their options and 
be picky

 Show users how and where 
they can gain further 
training and opportunities 
through Outpac

 Build on Care Workers’ 
confidence in their skills 
and therefore their desire 
to obtain further learning 

Recommendations

Next steps and solutions

  Write proper UX Cop

 Clear Icons and supporting 
illustrations/infographic

 Step by step processes

 Job listing snapshots with 
clear info and relevant 
icon

 Use search features that 
aren’t too different from 
mainstream websites

 Include Salary, Location, 
Accreditations in the job 
descriptio

 Standardise job listings so 
users always know where 
to look

 Comparison feature with 
maximum 3-4 jobs from 
saved jobs list

 User Profiles on Outpace 
can be exported as a 
resum

 Utilise “Apply Now” and 
“Quick Apply” functions

  Suggest recommended 
Outpace modules for job 
listings



Explore effective solutions using an iterative approach

Develop3.



  How might we  for  so that 
they can 

 How might we allow the  for 
 so that they can 

 How might we  on 
 to 

 How might we  for  so that 
they can 

 How might we  for 
 so that 

 How might we  for 
 so that they can 

 How might we  for  
so that they can ?

design an intuitive job marketplace
find jobs and recruit for jobs

creation of a job profile
be considered for job opportunities

incorporate skills, accreditations and trust
find a match in the marketplace

allow for filtered job searching
find opportunities outside of market matching

validate accreditations
all qualified carers get considered for opportunties

create easy job applications
be confident applying

show further training / beneficial skillsets
see where to get qualified and the opportunities it provides

carers and facilities

users with limited computer 
skills and limited English

profiles and job 
adverts

carers and job seekers

carers with education outside of 
Outpace

carers with limited English or 
computer skills

unqualified carers

The Define stage revealed 
several user insights, pain and 
gain points, and opportunities 
in the journey map.



We flipped these into seven 
How Might We statements to 
see possible solutions.



These don’t suggest a 
particular solution but gave 
the perfect frame for 
brainstorming ideas.

3.1 HOW MIGHT WE



3.2 BRAINSTORMING

It was now time for a fast 
sketching exercise to challenge 
generate eight distinct ideas in 
eight minutes – one minute 
per idea. 



Our goal was to have each 
team member generate one 
idea for each HMW statement 
to generate a wide variety of 
solutions.



We quickly came up with a lot 
of varied ideas related to the 
HMW questions. 



All ideas were discussed and  
the viable options were added 
to our brainstorming. These 
were then mapped on our 
Value x Difficulty matrix to 
form a MVP



3.3 IDEATION AND MVP

Functionally, the Outpace Job Marketplace is a 
website for job seekers who work in Aged Care. 
We are therefore including traditional job seeker 
website features - profile creation, searching and 
filtering, job listings, company details and 
application processes - these are familiar 
features that our users expect and require.



A main feature of the Jobs Marketplace is its 
matching system, which matches users with job 
opportunities they are eligible for with their 
Outpace Certification. 



“Outpace Boost” shows job seekers how and 
where to get training via Outpace's LMS to 
better their chances at certain jobs.



We found during research that, although there 
are plenty of carer roles around, there are few 
resources available to entry level carers on how 
to interview, or write a resume without much 
work experience.



A resume builder and persona quiz give users an 
easy way to display their best professional traits 
to prospective employers.



The Outpace resume builder also enables users 
to take advantage of a Quick Apply feature.






3.4 ROADMAP
An intuitive, easy to use Jobs Marketplace for Aged Care Workers

Aged Care Worker can access the 
Jobs Marketplace to search and 
apply for jobs in their field

Jobs Marketplace Platform

Users can see how Outpace training 
directly increases job opportunities. 
Users can easily access training 
required for certain jobs through 
Outpace

Carer/ Facility Matching

Users can share their training 
and accolades, and be notified 
of their connections’ completed 
training and other successes 
facilitated by Outpace

Sharing and Celebrating

Displaying all the relevant info about 
jobs and employers builds users’ 
trust in Outpace, and saves their 
time

Access to Up Front Info

Outpace Resume Builder and 
Persona Quiz can help Users 
hone and enhance their 
professional and soft skills

Job Seeker Support

Outpace provides a community 
where Users can connect and 
engage with peers and colleagues

Ability to Connect

NextNow Future



3.5 INFORMATION 

ARCHITECTURE

We set out to identify the essential areas for 
Information Architecture.



The information architecture was developed 
using closed card sorting. Ideas generated in 
brainstorming were placed on a card and 
grouped under a topic.



Note that the content shown is only within the 
scope of the Marketplace. 



The (black) parent topics represent the main 
pillars found in the Outpace Brief. 



The following (green) points outline the essential 
features. Below are the (orange) critical pieces of 
information required below. 



We chose to investigate four of these areas 
further to develop User Flows. These include the 
requirements for

 Profile builder
 Job Listing/Matching/Searchin
 Job Applicatio
 Suggested Courses.



See Information Architecture

https://www.figma.com/file/thbNJ5AuE0eluHp0qn16Qr/Information-Architecture?node-id=0%3A1


3.6 USER FLOWS

We developed four task-based 
user flows to set out the 
essential tasks users will need to 
perform in the marketplace. 



The four user flows link to our 
HWMs to ensure all goals are 
covered.

 Creation of a Job Profile 
(HMW 2,3,5

 Viewing & searching for jobs 
(HMW 3,4

 Applying for jobs 
(HMW 6

 Beneficial future training 
(HMW 7)



It became clear that the task of 
profile creation was the most 
important and impacted all other 
user flows. This entire process 
underwent a few refinement 
phases to develop other flows 
around it.



See following slides or refer to 
.

User Flows

https://www.figma.com/file/PCGBMiwlyeXanX6760QZMX/Outpace-User-Flow---Application?node-id=0%3A1


PROFILE BUILDER ASSISTANT PERSONA QUIZ

How might we  

How might we  

How might we 


allow the creation of a job profile



incorporate skills, accreditations and trust 


How might we validate accreditations
 

3.6A USER FLOW 1

 CREATE JOB PROFIL
 PERSONA QUIZ



3.6B USER FLOW 2

 VIEW JOB
 SEARCH JOB
 COMPANY PROFILES

MATCHES AND SEARCHES JOB ADVERT INTERACTIONS

COMPANY PROFILES & REVIEWS

How might we  

How might we  

incorporate skills, accreditations and trust
 

allow for filtered job searching



How might we  
create easy job applications

3.6C USER FLOW 3

 SAVE JOB
 APPLY FOR JOBS SAVE AND COMPARE

QUICK APPLY

CUSTOM APPLICATION



How might we  
show further training / beneficial skillsets

3.6D USER FLOW 4

 FUTURE TRAINING

EMPLOYER REQUEST FUTURE TRAINING



3.7 WIREFRAMES
The idea of wireframe is to show the userflows in a simple visual depiction. From the 3 out of the 4 userflows, we developed them further into low fidelity wireframes. This shows how 
each task are being set out visually, showing a simple interface of what the the marketplace may look like. 

 


See the wirerframe in details , or refer to here Wireframes

3. Applying for jobs (HMW 6) Creation of a Job Profile (HMW 2,3,5) 2. Viewing & searching for jobs (HMW 3,4)



3.7A WIREFRAMES - PROFILE BUILDER 
The wireframes for profile creation derives from a combination of HMWs. It incorporates the building of user profiles to increase opportunities (HMW 2). Needed to allow users to 
input details in regards to their personal information, skills, showing and validating accreditations and trust (HMW 3 & 5).

 For users of ESL background, allowing them to have an option to select their language for their profile can provide some confidence to fill information out, find jobs, and 
apply for jobs.

 The simplicity of the profile building allows users of ESL background and computer iliterate to easily create a job portfolio
 Additionally with the resume builder, this can allow users to to quick apply for jobs with this if they don’t have a resume.
 The creation of a users profile creates the foundation and the database for job matching. 



3.7B WIREFRAMES - VIEW AND SEARCH FOR JOBS
The wireframes for viewing jobs had to incorporate skills, accreditations and trust (HWM3). Filtered job searching was also vital (HMW4)

 We achieve trust by displaying user reviews against employers. Reviews also link back to word of mouth being an important carer consideration.
 All job adverts also list the required skills and accreditations as individual elements. These are cross-checked against the Profile Builder selections.  

Users can quickly see how well they match and click ‘Outpace Boost’ or click a missing attribute to take an Outpace Course to increase their suitability
 For ESL users, ads also include added icons and reduced text (default advert view)
 By default, we display ‘Roles for you’ with matched jobs. Users can also reveal more filter search options and instantly return to ‘Roles for You’ after a search.

Sort results by: DistanceROLES FOR YOU 

Personal Carer - ResiDENTIAL AGED CARE

GREEN RIDGE CARE

Richmond Full Time

27.50 per hour 3.6 / 5  (16 Reviews)

About THE ROLE

Green Ridge is family owned business and every 
carer is part of our family

 Join a leading health and care organisation

 Fantastic benefits on offe

 Opportunities to progress your career

Posted 4 days ago

Apply |

Save Job

Outpace Boost

Read More

ABOUT YOU You’re a great match!

We’re looking for a caring and passionate carer to join their team.

Certificate III in Individual Support Blue Card

Manual Handling Drivers Licence

Incident Management NDIS Workers Screening

Personal Carer - ResiDENTIAL AGED CARE

GREEN RIDGE CARE

Richmond Full Time

27.50 per hour 3.6 / 5  (16 Reviews)

About THE ROLE Posted 4 days ago

Notifications

Save this search 
and get new jobs 

by email

Email jobs like this

Select a role Enter a suburb or city Enter any other keywords Search

JOB SEARCH

More Options

OutpacE Home Learning Jobs More Profile English

Sort results by: DistanceROLES FOR YOU 

Personal Carer - ResiDENTIAL AGED CARE

GREEN RIDGE CARE

Richmond Full Time

27.50 per hour 3.6 / 5  (16 Reviews)

About THE ROLE

Green Ridge is family owned business and every carer is part of our family

 Join a leading health and care organisation
 Fantastic benefits on offe

 Opportunities to progress your career

You’re a great match! See More

Personal Carer - ResiDENTIAL AGED CARE

GREEN RIDGE CARE

Richmond Full Time

27.50 per hour 3.6 / 5  (16 Reviews)

About THE ROLE

Green Ridge is family owned business and every carer is part of our family

 Join a leading health and care organisation
 Fantastic benefits on offe

 Opportunities to progress your career

You’re a great match! See More

Notifications

Save this search 
and get new jobs 

by email

Email jobs like this

Select a role Enter a suburb or city Enter any other keywords Search

JOB SEARCH

More Options

OutpacE Home Learning Jobs More Profile English

Sort results by: DateSEARCH RESULTS

Carer - ResiDENTIAL AGED CARE

PURPLE AGED CARE

Burwood, 3125 Full Time

 No reviews

About THE ROLE

Current opportunities exist for 20+ ‘Purplies’. Feel 
supported, encouraged and fulfilled by the staff 

with their positivity and friendly manner.

 An admired employer of choice

 Role suits retirees, working mums and carer
 Opportunities to progress your career

Posted 1 day ago

Apply |

Save Job

Outpace Boost

Read More

ABOUT YOU You’re a great match!

We’re looking for a caring and passionate carer to join their team.

Certificate III in Individual Support Blue Card

Manual Handling Basic computer skills

First Aid Certificate NDIS Workers Screening

GSO - ResiDENTIAL AGED CARE

PURPLE RIDGE CARE

Burwood, 3125 Casual / Flexible

3.6 / 5  (16 Reviews)

Notifications

Save this search 
and get new jobs 

by email

Email jobs like this

Roles for you

Are you looking for 
jobs based on your 

training?

See roles for you

Aged Care - Residential Burwood Purple Aged Care Search

JOB SEARCH

Select a work type Minimum Pay Outpace Courses Less Options

OutpacE Home Learning Jobs More Profile English

Sort results by: DateSEARCH RESULTS

Carer - ResiDENTIAL AGED CARE

PURPLE AGED CARE

Burwood, 3125 Full Time

 No reviews

About THE ROLE

Current opportunities exist for 20+ ‘Purplies’. Feel 
supported, encouraged and fulfilled by the staff 

with their positivity and friendly manner.

 An admired employer of choice

 Role suits retirees, working mums and carer
 Opportunities to progress your career

Posted 1 day ago

Apply |

Save Job

Outpace Boost

We’ve been caring for Australians for over 65 years. Whether we’re on the 
road, in people’s homes or in our centres, everything our dedicated team 

of more than 8,000 people do is built on enabling independence, choice 

and freedom. We’re proudly not-for-profit and offer you: 

 Flexible work arrangements to support work-life balance
 Access to Employee Assistance, Wellness Portal & Pastoral Care

 Discounts on private health funds, retail and accommodation deals 
and discounted hospital admissions in our Hospitals

 Ongoing learning & development. Grow your career not only within our 

facility but within the large Outpace networks
 Up to 18 weeks paid parental leav

 Most importantly work for a values-based organisation that puts our 
clients, residents and staff at the heart of everything we do  

Read Less

ABOUT YOU You’re a great match!

We’re looking for a caring and passionate carer to join their team.

Certificate III in Individual Support Blue Card

Manual Handling Basic computer skills

First Aid Certificate NDIS Workers Screening

Notifications

Save this search 
and get new jobs 

by email

Email jobs like this

Roles for you

Are you looking for 
jobs based on your 

training?

See roles for you

Aged Care - Residential Burwood Purple Aged Care Search

JOB SEARCH

Select a work type Minimum Pay Outpace Courses Less Options

OutpacE Home Learning Jobs More Profile English



3.7C WIREFRAMES - QUICK APPLICATION
The wireframes for quick application had to cater for carers with limited English and / or computer skills (HMW6)

 This was achieved by splitting the process into short and simple steps, which the user could preview on the left hand side, and a save for later option if the user is unable 
to complete the application in one sitting.

 Pre-filling information previously provided during profile set-up and the ability to share a user’s full profile with a potential employer allows for carers to showcase work 
experience, accreditations as well as any training currently undertaken with Outpace without any further actions.

 Resumes are kept on file, reducing the need for less tech-savvy user to look for them on their computer. If an up-to-date resume is required, users are able to build one 
using profile information - this also aids users who are non-native English speakers

 Similiarly for the cover letter, users are recommended to take the persona quiz discover their strongest traits and gain interview tips.



3.7D WIREFRAMES - PERSONALITY QUIZ
Even if users haven’t had their first workplace experience yet, everyone has individual traits that make them a valuable person to have on a team.  Soft skills are more 
important than most people realise, especially in the Aged Care Industry. For users, realising their own strengths can help them feel confident and capable, and ready to 
find their next job! Users can take the persona quiz to find out what kind of Care Worker they are, and add it to their bio to showcase their personal professional strengths



We included interview tips for each persona type to demonstrate how this would be particularly valuable for users. Outpace could implement a subscription system where 
regular users can access their personality quiz results, and paid members get access to personalised interview tips.




3.7D WIREFRAMES - PERSONALITY QUIZ (CONTINUED)
The wireframes for viewing jobs had to incorporate skills, accreditations and trust (HWM3). Filtered job searching was also vital (HMW4)

 We achieve trust by displaying user reviews against employers. Reviews also link back to word of mouth being an important carer consideration.
 All job adverts also list the required skills and accreditations as individual elements. These are cross-checked against the Profile Builder selections.  

Users can quickly see how well they match and click ‘Outpace Boost’ or click a missing attribute to take an Outpace Course to increase their suitability
 For ESL users, ads also include added icons and reduced text (default advert view)
 By default, we display ‘Roles for you’ with matched jobs. Users can also reveal more filter search options and instantly return to ‘Roles for You’ after a search.



We came up with design 
solutions that Outpace can 
take advantage of to build a 
complete product with 
features that Carers can 
confidently and happily use.



We recommend Outpace 
consider implementing these 
extra features in future 
iterations of the Jobs 
Marketplace.

Phase 2



 Through our design 
solutions, job seekers 
(Carers) and businesses 
(Aged Care facilities) 
have the ability to find 
jobs and recruit for jobs

 Our design makes it easy 
to incorporate skills, 
accreditations and trust 
in the job application 
proces

 Job seekers have the 
ability to see job 
matches based on their 
Outpace accreditations 
and filter job searches 
based on their criteri

 We used icons and 
graphics instead of 
heavy text to make sure 
the platform is user 
freindly for ESL carers

OVERALL RECAP

 Auto Matching


  Easy Navigation 




 Create Marketplace


  Accreditation 
Verified





THANK YOU




